
Holding slide



Why is video so 
important?



• By 2022, online videos will make up more than 82% 
of all consumer internet traffic — 15 times what it 
was in 2017.

• 90% of customers say video helps them make buying 
decisions and 64% say that seeing a video makes 
them more likely to buy.

• Video is shared 1,200% more than links and text 
combined.

• A page or post with video holds the viewer for seven 
times as long as a page or post without video.

• YouTube, a video streaming platform, is the world’s 
second largest search engine.



The drawbacks and
challenges



Time Resource Skill

Budgets Access



Be realistic with what you can do...



Know when to outsource...



Know your channels

Instagram Facebook Twitter YouTube TikTok

Main feed, IG Stories, 
IGTV, IG Reels, IG Live

Main feed, Facebook 
Stories, Facebook 
Live, Canvas

Tweet, Twitter Live Standard video, live 
video

TikTok, TikTok Lives

Instagram – is very 
dependent on the 
format 

Audiences have 
varied expectations

Great for 
experimenting

Can hold up to 4 
hours recommended 
length is 15 seconds

Can hold up to 2 mins 
on manual upload –
recommended length 
is 15 seconds or less

Recommended lengt
h 2 mins

Needs higher levels 
of production

Audience higher 
engagement rates

12-30 second videos

Music and sound is 
important

Videos are mobile 
first 



Find out what editing tools are best for you...



Utilise the tools within the platforms you have...



Invest in some basic equipment

A good camera/phone

Gimble

Tripod

Lighting

Mics

Alternative lens



Audit and assess 
what you already 
have...



Remember there is 
such thing as too 
much footage



Types of content

Behind-The-
Scenes

Gifs Slideshow Live streams Stop motion

Timelapses Interviews Tours Talking heads How to's

Slowpans Zoom-ins Countdowns



V&A



English National Opera



Museum of Brands



Museum of Childhood



Wellcome Collection



Tate Collective



Old Operating Theatre



British Museum



TikTok



Plan out and prepare



Remember not everything will be polished
BUT it should be engaging

Remember not 
everything will 
be polished...

BUT it should be 
engaging



Thank you…


